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Facuity of Fine Arts

Srinakharinゝ 嗜rot University

Sukhumv:t 23,Bangkok

Nov 10,2013

Dear Si″ Madam

:t is only thrce years unt‖ Thamand becOmes part ofthe single market system underthe ASEAN

Economic C()mmunity(AEC).PeOp:e are concerning to face the new chal:enge.

Due to the BEC poiicy of ASEAN members,we are proud to presentthe Academic Symposium in Aお &

Design As vc understand that ASEAN countnes are、 ″e‖―known as the famous in cu:tures and

tFad面 Ons.■ ls our pieasure tq9鐘 herthe A∞ dem:Ω_N… _OLAp[■2乙乏p上
=t⊆

■旦■Q皇』吐二製

2・
m.1■ ハ卿嗅1_… Ⅲ l、 :^」he ASEAN Fine Arts Symposium(AFAS)2013w‖ bnng togdher the

ploces of Art and Design research and creativity from the academic of arts and design by themo of

7he Arts Loops"partici“ ted by the ASEAN academic networks.Here wi‖ exp!ore the comp:ete ine arts

academic syrnposium.

The Faculty of Fine Arts at S‖ nakharinwirot university which has been estabushed fOr 20 years provide

lne arts eduGations,researches and ser宙 ces w‖:host“ASEAN Fine Arts SympOsium 2013"

We are piease to invite you and your stafFs to attend the symposium and also share yOur point oF■ ew

how we can be collaborated. In addition, the ASEAN University nemorks wou!d bring wo「 :dwide

academic research and activijes in Arts,Music and Design to the Community Therefore,p:ease fee:

free Lf10ul¨ tLAppli94“ り、Eo「mlかo,ねxt,9k tQ 1662‐2649-5496

Yours Sincerely,

杉
Assistant Professor Sineenart Laedpriwan

D"cctor of the Craduate School:Master Program in Fine Arts(MF.A)

Prease ree′ Free ro cοr7Fac″

Reseaκ力an(′ EdtJcari917 0ttbel+66o2664 1000 exr.536′



ASEAN Fine Arts Symposium (AFAS) 2013

Conference Agenda

Apnl27,2O13

AmariAtrium Bangkok

Saturday : A'pnl27,2413

08:30 - 09:00 Registration at ArnariAtrium Bangkok

09:00 Multimedia Presentation on the Conference

09:10 Report Speech: Dr Aurapan Weerawaong, the Vice President of Foreign

Affairs, Srinakharinwirot U niversity

09:15 Opening Speech & Keynote Presentation: "The Influence of ASEAN

Economy Community (AEC) in Education'

Assoc. Prof. Pinitti Rattanukoon

Secretary of Council of Higher Education

10:30 Break

10:45 Panel Discussion: "the Academic Future of Arts Education through the

Arts Loops"

Professor Dr. Colin Gale

Professor Dr.Ramon P.Santose

Professor Dr. DJohan

Professor Dr. Hanaffi Hussen

Professor Dr. Samuel Leong

12:OA Lunch

13:00 Sessions 1, Sessions 2,

14:45 Break

15:00 Sessions 3, Sessions 4,

16:00 Grand Research Awards Ceremony

Certificate Giving Ceremony for Graduate Students Participants



18.00 Discussion Dinner

Sunday: Lpril 28, 2013

Sight Seeing:

Notes: Sessionl VisualArts and Design

Session2 Arts Education

Session4 Music

Session 5 Asian Music

**The Symposium Program will be posted before April 20**
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And partner Institution / organizahon:
The lndonesian Institute of Arts (lSI),

Dali University (DU),

The Hong Kong Institute of education
Birmingham Institute of Arts and Design (BIAD),

Illinois State University (lSU),

China Conservatory of Music,

Miriam Collage,

University of Malaya,

AStA、Fl"IArtsi
Apri1 27

Amari Atriunl― Bangkok

Bangkok,Thailand
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In the twentieth century, "loops of arts" emerged as a concept central to anthropology, encompassing all

human phenonrena that are not purely results of human genetics. Specifically, the term "culture" in

American anthr-opology had two meanings: (1) the evolved human capacity to classifo and represent

experiences with symbols, and to act imaginatively and creatively; and (2) the distinct ways that people

living in different parts of the world classified and represented their experiences, and acted creatively.

Following Worlcl War II, the term became important, albeit with different meanings, in other disciplines such

as cultural stuclies, organizational psychology, the sociology of culture and management studies.

The etymology of the modern term "Loops" has a classical origin. In English, the word "culLure" is based

on a term used by Cicero, in his Tusculan Disputations, wrote of a cultivation of the soul or 'bultura

animi", thereby using an agricultural metaphor to describe the development of a philosophical soul, which

was understood teleologically as the one natural highest possible ideal for human development. Samuel

Pufendorf took over this metaphor in a modern oontext, meaning something similar, but no longer

assuming that philosophy is man's natural perfection. His use, and that of many writers after him "refers

to all the ways in which human beings overcome their original barbarism, and through artifice, become fully

human".

As described by Velkley:

The term "culture," which originally meant the cultivation of the soul or mind, acquires most of its later
modern meanirrgs in the writings of the eighteenth-century German thinkers, who on various levels

developing Ror.rsseau's criticism of modern liberalism and Enlightenment, Thus a contrast between
"culIure" and "civilization" is usually implied in these authors, even when not expressed as such. Two

primary meanirrgs of culture emerge from this period: culture as the folk-spirit having a unique identity,

and culture as cultivation of inwardness or free individuality. The first meaning is predominant in our

current use of the term "culture," although the second still plays a large role in what we think culture

should achieve, namely the full "expression" of the unique of "authentic" self.

The deliberate act of keeping cultural heritage from the present for the future is known as Preservation
(American English) or Conservation (British English), though these terms may have more specific or
technical meaning in the same contexts in the other dialect.



Arts Loops are unique and irreplaceable, which places the responsibility of preservation on the current

generation. Smilller objects such as artworks and other cultural masterpieces are collected in museums

and art gallerie:s. Grass roots organizations and political groups, such as the international body UNESCO'

have been succ;essful at gaining the necessary support to preserve the heritage of many nations for the

future.

The term "Art5 Loops" has not always meant the same thing. Recent decades have seen the concept of

arts Ioops much like that of the loops of cultures- undergoing a profound change. Having at one time

referred exclusively to the monumental remains of cultures, loops as a concept has gradually come to

include new car:.egories such as the circulations, rollers or turn around cultures. A noteworthy effort was

subsequently nrade to extend the conceptualization and description of the arts loops. This is due to the

fact that closer attention is now being paid to humankind, the dramatic arts, languages and traditional

music, as well as to the informational, spiritual and philosophical systems upon which creations are based.

The concept of loops in our time accordingly is an open one, reflecting living culture every bit as much as

that of the pasi:.

Today, there e:<ists a growing divide between cognitive and emotional processing that reflects a greater

focus in leamitrg environments on the development of cognitive skills, and a lesser value placed on

emotional processes. According to Professor Antonio Damasio, this emphasis on the development on

cognitive skills, to the detriment of the emotional sphere, is a factor in the decline in moral behavior in the

modern society,. Emotional processing is an integral part in the decision-making process and wodt as a

vector for actions and ideas, establishing reflection and judgment. Without an emotional involvement, any

action, idea or decision would be base purely on rational terms. Sound moral behavior, which constitutes

the solid Arts tlducation, y encouraging emotional development, can bring about a better balance between

cognitive and emotional development and thereby contribute to supporting a culture of peace.

Arts loops are unique and irreplaceable, which places the responsibility of preservation on the current
generation. Smaller objects such as artworks and other cultural masterpieces are collected in museums

and art galleries. Grass roots organizations and political groups, such as the international body UNESCO,

have been successful at gaining the necessary support to preserve the loops of many nations for the

future.

The ASEAN Fine Arts Symposium (AFAS)2013 will bring together the research of Arts, Music and

Performing Art:i from the academic of Arts and Applied Arts around the world which co-operate by

UNESCO and the network university. Here will explore the complete fine arts conference and exhibition.

The main Thenre would be 'The Arts Loops'

The Faculty of Fine Arts at Srinakharinwirot University which has been established for l9years and offer

fine arts degree leading to the DA., with its goal to provide fine arts education, research and service will

host 4th Fine Arts International Conference on fine arts in association with Arts and Applied Arts
institutions frorn many parts of the world especially Asia, Asia Pacific etc.

Partnering institutes / organizations'.

The Indonesian Instr'tute of Arts (ISI) is a state-owned college in Yogyakarta, Indonesia. It teaches

visual, performing, and media arts in traditional Indonesian and modern international styles. ISI

Yogyakarta was founded on 23July 1984, replacing ASRI Arts Academy rfounded in 1950), AMI

Music Academy (founded in '1952), and ASTI Dance Academy tfounded in 1961 It became the

largest arts institution in the nation.

Nagoya University of Arts (NUA), an academio study in Faculty of Arts and Faculty of Design,

which has been SWU's co-operation delegation since 2005. NUA provides students with



professional education and broader knowiedge,helping them develop ski‖ s that will enabie them to

contriblute to society through art,design,or music ln addition to regular curricu!a,special lectures

condu(Ited

directly by prominent scholars,critics,composers,and musicians provide opportunities to gain a

broadeに understanding of today's world.NUA also provide post graduate and research pに ogram in

Music,Art and Design.

Da‖ University(DU),The Universた y attracts Students from 27 prO宙 nces and includes lfteen

co‖ eges and ive science research institutes. lt offers eight master's degree programs, 30

undergraduate programs and 21 three― year programs in iiberal arts, science, rnedical science,

engineering, education, law, and management Last year, the tota: enroliment was approxirnately

26,000,of which over 500 were foreign students who Came from more than 15 countries.[)U has

been SWU's co―operation delegation since February,2009

Binmingham lnstime of ArLs and Design(BIAD)BIAD is the largest centre for art,design and

media education outside London tthe history of the faculty dates back t。  1843, when the

Birmingham School of Design was founded.The faculty is now located on lve campuses across

the c[ty A‖  post graduate courses invoive students in innovative research and vocationa‖
y

valuable experience. They a!so act as an entry point to doctoral research BIAD is recognized

nationrn‖ y for our record in research.BIAD is now co―operation for summer Session and expected

to be(3WU's incoming academic co‖ aboration

China Conservatory of Music: The China Conservatory is an instltution that synthesizes the

study and research of Chinese traditional rnusic, focusing on performance, composition,theory,

and mt,sic techno!ogy The Conservatory also ofFers training in other nelds of music as we‖  as

muslc education.

Miriam Collage

A long period of stab‖ ity and growLh fo‖ Owed. Marykno‖  Co‖ ege expanded its programs from

training teachers to the formation of women ieaders, thus a libera! arts co‖ege was deve:oped

The sc)hool grew in student population, in programs,services and reputation,」ustiflably achieving

recognition as a sch001 where academic exce‖ ence, conlmunication skilis, competence,

individ,a‖ ty and social responsib‖ ity were developed in its students.

lts graduates have distinguished themse:ves in various professions.Several have been cabinet

secretiaries,legislators,accomplished businesswomen,entrepreneurs,educators and leaders of

government and non― governmental o「 ganizations  To date, nineteen aiumnae have been

se!ected

TO meet the cha‖ enges of the tirnes,Miriam Co‖ ege has expanded its course offerings and set

up four m可 or Centers for curriculum development, research and community outreach 
―the

Envirolnmental Studies institute,the Center for Peace Education,the institutional Network for

SOcial Action and the Women and Genderlnstitute
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The organizing Committee invites you to submit an abstrac《 s)related to``Arts in Communities¨ for oral or

poster presentation at 4th Fine Arts lnternational Conference Each abstract should be submitted to one

appropriate forum as fo‖ ows:

Groative At'ts & Design Forum
r Visual Arts



. Design

. Alts Education

Music & Pcrforming Arts Forum
r Thai Music (Traditional & Folk)
r Asian Music
r Western Music
r Performing Arts

All abstracts of approximately 300-350 words in English must be email submitted at faresearch@swu.ac.th.
(Please follow the Instruction to Authors attached). Authors should be indicated their preferences for oral
presentations ars possible. However, the committee reserves the right to assign the accepted abstracts to
oral or poster presentation due to allotted time availability. Accepted abstracts will be notified to the
corresponding authors via e-mail

‐岬 SEl動鐵輔申‐

Papers submitterd to present at the ASEAN Fine Arts Symposium (AFAS) 2013 should have not been
published elsewhere prior to the conference- The submitted abstracts will be review by the lnternational
Fine Arts Comnrittee based on originality, quality, significance etc.

Please note that the Organizing Gommittee reserves the right to publish the accepted abstracts and/or
papers on books; and/or CD.

sghtisslgdgg 
Bv March 15 After March 15........................

Graduate Studerrt 81,500-
De!egate tthal Academy B 3,000.―

Delegate Foreign Academy       $100

Non― Delegateノ cヽademy           $200
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Professor Dr. Colin Gale Design (Birmingham University)
Professor Dr.Rarnon P.Santos Ethnomusicology (University of

Phillipines)
Professor Dr.djohan Research Methodology (The Indonesian

lnstitute of Arts (lSI)

Professor Dr. Hanaffi Hussen Ethnomusicology (University of
Malaya)

professOr Dr salη uel Leong

lluiPo懸口蝉嗜|“ すヽIS11■■1111

B_2,000-

B_5,000-

$500

S700

Art Education (Hong Kong Institute of
Education)

Nov 15,2012 Call for papers

Nov 15,201 2 Opening for email abstract submissions
March 12, Deadline for Abstract submission
March 12, Deadline for acceptance of presentation,/ opening for registration
April 20 Deadline for full paper submission via e-mail
April 27 Asean Fine Arts Symposium (AFAS)2013



Saturday Apri1 27 Registration
Opening Session

Seminar in Fine Arts 1* Session,

Music
2d Session

Design

3- Session,

Arts Education
Dinner/Speciai

Sunday Apri1 28 Site Sseing

鐵鸞闇饉朧轍機轟難轟壕難購櫃祗貯饒畿鍮鐵欝難醸襲輻 ::嚇ユ:織覇響窯辮纂難蠅

:Jomation on rogistrauon wi‖ be ofFered(on:y for un市 ersity deiertion)

Registration fees are follows

Graduate Student B.1,500.…

D●:9諄e Thai Academy B.2,000.―

De:●gate Foreign AcademyS100

Nor「 De:ogate Academy    S100
rPacrliJ.鉤口

"rarar″
a″ Й滲ヒ臨 )

B.3,000.―

B.3,000.―

3150

S200

Cancellation Policy:
Gancelfation request reoeived on or before April 10, 2O12 are refundabla,

Lcss a processing fee of $150. No refunds after April 10, 2013.

All cancdlation must be in writing via s-mail to the conferenoe coordinator.

Rescarch and Education Office:
Facuhy of Fine Arts
Srinakharinwirot University, Band<ok 101 10, Thailand.

Tel: +60(0)2049 5000 ext.5361

Fax: +68(0)2649 5933

E-mail: farosearch@swu.ac.th.



for Authors to be in the

ASEAN Fine Arts Symposium(AFAS)201 3 Preprints
Revision Nov 2012

Faculty of Fine Arts,

Srinakharinwirot University, Bangkok,Thailand.

Abstract
These ins,tructions explain how to prepare your paper for the conference preprints so that its appearance is

clear and consistent with the other papers in the preprints. They include guidance on layout, illustrations'

text style and references. They are presented exactly as your paper should appear. lt is highly advised to

use this template to prepare your paper in Microsoft Word These instructions are adapted from the

instructions oiiginally prepared fbr the FAIC. Please send any comments or questions by e-mail to the office

of the ASEAN Fine Arts Symposium preprints 2013: farese.algb.(Qgwg.ac.'th

Keywords:

the ASEAN Fine Arts Symposium preprints, Paper, lnstructions

105 mm

12 mm 82 mm 12 mm

Conference Preprint reference footnote. Insert
:NTRODUCT10N following footnote in italics on the first page of your paper

as shown on this first page:
ASFA 2013

3 SETTINGUPYOURPAPER
3.{ Textarea

goal of this template is to achieve uniformity in the
appearing in the conference preprints. The

, layout and style used in these instructions
exactly the serme, as you should use when preparing

paper. The papers will be printed 'as is'. No final
will lrc made by the publisher.

Your manuscript must fit within the required margins.
your margins for the pages at 20 mm (0.79 in) for themind thalt submission of an electronic copy in

format is rerquired! Use Adobe AcrobaUDistiller margin and 18 mm (0.71 in) for bottom, 22 mm (0.86 i
7 to create your pdf file. Do not send MSWord for left, and 12 mm (0.47 in) for right. The first page at

all uneven pages should have a right hand layout: rigUse a PC. not a Macintosh or a Unix

margin 12 mm (0.47 in)and left margin 22mm (0.86 in)
give special attention to the naming of your The even pages should have a left hand layout:

file: The nanre must consist of the surnames of the margin 12 mm (0.47 in) and right margin22 mm (0.86 in
Centring of text sections refers to those margins.

Title area
e.g. AltingMiedema.pdf or Byrne.pdf.

Your paper is limited to a maximum of six printed pages.

official language of the Annals is English. lf English is
your mother tongue, make sure that the English is

Put the tltie directly under the top rnargin tthe t忙 le

oe in Arial 12 point bold centred. Use capitals
by a competent editor. Poor English will be a indicated in the title of this example. The first word of

title and all major wotds must start with a capital.
authors section should be in Arial 9 point normal.

Abstract

reason for rejeclion of the paper.

2 IDENTIFYING YOUR PAPER

2.1 Paper title ernd authors
The paper title iand authors should be exactly in the
format as indicatrsd in this template in order to maintain
uniformity throughout the Annals. Electronic publishing
requires that you include the title and authors section
into the paper yourself.

Affiliations of authors should be indicated by superscript

Your abstract should not exceed 100 words. lt
provide a brief summary of the contents of your paper
Begin typing your abstract 40 mm (1.58 in) from the
margin. lt should be centred across the page,
12 mm (0.47 in) from the left and right page margins

iuStified.The heading Abstract should be typed in
9 point bold font tthe body of the abstract should be i

as in the example. Do not use academic titles. Arial 9 ooint normal.

Keywords

Leave one carriage return between the abstract and
keywords

Dr etc)

2 Page numbers
not print pag,e numbers in the pdf file.

The publisher will add cover pages, the table of content The heading Keywords should be in Arial 9 point bold
Consecutive page numbers will be added by the The three keぃ″ords shouid be in Aria: 9 point

separated with commas

FA′ C COη fererce 20′ 0
18 mm



Select keywords that can be used to identify the subject
of your paper.

Paper body

Begin typing your paper 105 mm (4.1 in) from the top
margin. Use a two-colurnn format, and set the spacing
between the columns at 12 mm (0.47 in), so that column
width is E2 mm (3.23 in).

3.2 Font and line spacing
Preferably, papers are prepared on PC/MSWindows
computers. Arial 9 point font must be used. The general
rule is: DO NOT USE OTHER FONTS. Also not in
figures.
(Papers prepared on oth'er computers on which Arial is
not available, must use Helvetica (or Geneva) 9 point or
a similar 9 point san serif font. )

The usage of wrong fonts will be a reason for
rejection. These instructions are printed in Arial 9 point.

The line spacing should be set at single spacing 'at least
10 points'. Leave 3 point:s after each paragraph. Justify
the text on both the left irnd the right margins.
3.3 Headings and heading spacing
We recommend using no more than three levels of
headings, indicated in these instructions as Heading 1,
Heading 2 and Heading 3

Avoid loose Headings llo appear at the bottom of a
page.

4 HEADING I
To denote the major sections of your paper, use
Heading 1. These sectic,ns should be numbered. For
example, Heading 1 is used for the following section
headings in these Instrucfions: INTRODUCTION, TEXT,
SUMMARY, etc.

The style for Heading 1 is ARIAL I POINT BOLD ALL
CAPS with a 5 mm (0.2 in) hanging indent to
accommodate the numbe,r and 3 point spacing after the
heading. Begin typing the text in the line beneath the
heading.

Heading 2

To denote logical subsections of major sections, if any,
use Heading 2. Number the subsections accordingly. In
these instructions, for example, the subsections of
Section 3 are numbered 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, etc.

The style for Heading 2 is Arial 9 point bold with a 7.5
mm (0.3 in) hanging indent to accommodate the number
and 3 point spacing before and after the heading. Begin
typing the text in the line beneath the heading.

Heading 3

To denote further divisions of a subsection, if relevant.
use Heading 3. These divisions are not numbered. The
style for Heading 3 is Arial 9 point rtalrc justified to the left
margin, with 3 point spacing before and after the heading.
Begin typing the text in the line beneath the heading. The
heading of this section (f'leading 3J is an example of the
Heading 3 style.

5 TEXT

5.1 Terminology and Symbols
Authors should use FAIC approved terminology and
symbols, for example: ISO 3002 Parts l-V. We also
recommend that authors adopt the terminology used in
the FAIC Dictionary.

5.2 Style

The following list summarizes several important points of
style to keep in mind when preparing your paper for the
FAIC:

. Use bold for emphasis, but keep its use to a

minimum. Avoid using underlining in your paper.

. Use a consistent spelling style throughout the paper
(US or UK).

. Use single quotes.

. Use %, not percent.

. Do not use ampersands (&) except as part of the
official name of an organization or company.

. Keep hyphenation to a minimum. Do not hyphenate
'coordinate' or'non' words, such as 'nonlinear'.

. Do not end headings with full stops.

. Do not start headings at the foot of a column or with
only one line of text below; put the heading on the
next column or page.

r Leave one character space after all punctuation.

5.3 Mathematic text and equations

Equations should be justified to the left margin and
numbered at the right margin. Leave 6 points before and
6 points after the equation, as indicated in the Equation
style on the Word template.

.rl+y2=-ll (1)

For equation font sizes, use 9 point for full size, 7 point for
subscript and superscript, and 5 point for sub-subscript
and sub-superscript.

Use italics for variables (u); bold for vectors (no arrows)
(u); bold italic for variable vec{ors (u) and capital bold

italic (U) for variable matrices. Use fth, lh, nth, not i', 7$,

n". The order of brackets should be {[0]], except where
brackets have special significance.

5.4 Lists
Single space list items with no e)'ilra space between the
lines. Mark each item with a solid bullet 'r' or with an
Arabic numeral followed by a full stop, e.9., 1. 2. 3. and
so on. Be consistent in marking list items.

Refer to Section 4.2 lor an example of a bulleted list.
Following is an example of a numbered list:

1. For complete or near complete sentences, begin with
a capital letter and end with a full stop.

2. For short phrases, start with lower case letters and
end with semicolons.

3. Do not capitalize or punctuate single items.

4. Use a colon to introduce the list.

6 FIGURES AND TABLES

6-1 General appearance

Make sure that all figures, tables, graphs and line
drawings are clear and sharp and of the highest quality.

Lines should be thick enough to allow proper
reproduction.
Diagrams, graphics and photographs should be either in
gray scale or in colour of excellent quality with good
contrast. Use CYMK colours not RGB.

When preparing figures and tables, make sure that all
lettering inside the figure is no smaller than the specified
size of the papertext, i.e., 9 point.



6.2 Numbering, captions and positioning

Number figures and tables consecutively, e.9., Figure 1,

Figure 2, Figure 3; Table 1, Table 2, Table 3. Use (a), (b)'
(c) to distinguish individual subjects in a composite figure.
See Figures 1 and 2 for examples of figure and caption
placement. Refer to Table 1 for an example of a table
centred across hvo columns.

Each figure and ,each table must have a caption. Captions
should be centred at the foot of the figure and typed in the
same 9 point font used in the paper. Begin the caption
with a capital letter and end with a full stop. Always refer
to figures as 'Figure' and not Fig. Leave 6 point spacing
between the figure and the caption. Place the figure or
table on the text page as close to the relevant citation as
possible, ideally at the top or at the bottom of a column. lf
a figure or table is too large to fit into one column, it can
be centred acrots both columns at the top or the bottom
of the page. Make sure that it does not extend into the
page margins. Do not wrap the text around the figures.

7 PDF FILE PTTEPARATION

Pdf files can get large by selecting the wrong type and/or
resolution of phcrtographs and figures. Please try to keep
the file size below 1Mb. Larger files usually do not give
better results trut may load slow, which will cause
problems when viewed from CD-Rom and \MAIW

Please use Adolre Acrobat Distiller 7.0 or higher.

8 SUMMARY

This paper summarized the instructions for preparing an

electronic publishing paper for the FAIC.

9 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

We extend our sincere thanks to all who contributed to

preparing the instructions

10 REFERENCES

Relevant works must be cited in the referen@ list. List the
references at the end of the paper, in order of citation'

Number the references chronologically: [1] [2] [3]' Cite the
referen@s in the body of the paper using the number in

square brackets [1]. All references listed must be cited,

arid atl cited references must be included in the reierence
list.

The reference list should be set in the same typeface as

the body of the text. Use a hanging indent of 7.5 mm (0.3

in) to aicommodate the numbers. Each citation should be

followed by a full stop. Use the style'References' on the
Word template.

The format for references is as follows:

Last name, initial, year of publication, full paper title'
journal name, volume, first and last page. Use only

common abbreviations in journal names.

Here are some examples of a reference list:

t1l Krause, F.-1., Kimura, F., Kiellberg, T., Lu' S.C.-Y.'
1993, Product Modelling, Annals of the CIRP'
4212:695-706.

l2t Samet, H., 1990, Applications of Spatial Data
Structure, Addison-Wesley, Reading' MA

HEADiNG l Heading 2 Heading 3

Font Arial or Helvetica
I point

Arial or Helvetica
9 point

Arial or Helvetica
I ooint

BOLD ALL CAPS Boid ′rarrc

1. 2.3. 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, None

Ation ieft left ieft

Spacing Single-spaced,
9 points before,

3 points after

Single-spaced,
3 points before,
3 points after

Single-spaced,
3 points before,

3 points afier

Table 1: Example of table centred across two columns
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